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Prospects for Interest Rates 

The Council has appointed Link Group as its treasury advisor and part of their service is to assist the 

Council to formulate a view on interest rates. Link provided the following forecasts on 19 December 

2022.  These are forecasts for certainty rates, gilt yields plus 80 bps. 

 

Additional notes by Link on this forecast table: - 

Our central forecast for interest rates was updated on 19 December and reflected a view that the MPC 

would be keen to further demonstrate its anti-inflation credentials by delivering a succession of rate 

increases.  Bank Rate stands at 3.5% currently but is expected to reach a peak of 4.5% in H1 2023. 

Further down the road, we anticipate the Bank of England will be keen to loosen monetary policy 

when the worst of the inflationary pressures are behind us – but that timing will be one of fine 

judgment: cut too soon, and inflationary pressures may well build up further; cut too late and any 

downturn or recession may be prolonged. 

The CPI measure of inflation looks to have peaked at 11.1% in Q4 2022 (currently 10.7%).  Despite the 

cost-of-living squeeze that is still taking shape, the Bank will want to see evidence that wages are not 

spiralling upwards in what is evidently a very tight labour market. 

Regarding the plan to sell £10bn of gilts back into the market each quarter (Quantitative Tightening), 

this has started and will focus on the short, medium and longer end of the curve in equal measure, 

now that the short-lived effects of the Truss/Kwarteng unfunded dash for growth policy are firmly in 

the rear-view mirror. 

In the upcoming months, our forecasts will be guided not only by economic data releases and 

clarifications from the MPC over its monetary policies and the Government over its fiscal policies, but 

the on-going conflict between Russia and Ukraine.  (More recently, the heightened tensions between 

China/Taiwan/US also have the potential to have a wider and negative economic impact.) 

On the positive side, consumers are still estimated to be sitting on over £160bn of excess savings left 

over from the pandemic so that will cushion some of the impact of the above challenges.   However, 

most of those are held by more affluent people whereas lower income families already spend nearly 

all their income on essentials such as food, energy and rent/mortgage payments.  

PWLB RATES 

• The yield curve movements have become less volatile of late and PWLB 5 to 50 years Certainty 

Rates are, generally, in the range of 4.10% to 4.80%.   

• We view the markets as having built in, already, nearly all the effects on gilt yields of the likely 

increases in Bank Rate and the elevated inflation outlook.  
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The balance of risks to the UK economy: - 

• The overall balance of risks to economic growth in the UK is to the downside. 

 

Downside risks to current forecasts for UK gilt yields and PWLB rates include: - 

 

• Labour and supply shortages prove more enduring and disruptive and depress economic 

activity (accepting that in the near-term this is also an upside risk to inflation and, thus, rising 

gilt yields). 

 

• The Bank of England acts too quickly, or too far, over the next year to raise Bank Rate and 

causes UK economic growth, and increases in inflation, to be weaker than we currently 

anticipate.  

 

• UK / EU trade arrangements – if there was a major impact on trade flows and financial services 

due to complications or lack of co-operation in sorting out significant remaining issues.  

 

• Geopolitical risks, for example in Ukraine/Russia, China/Taiwan/US, Iran, North Korea and 

Middle Eastern countries, which could lead to increasing safe-haven flows.  

 

Upside risks to current forecasts for UK gilt yields and PWLB rates: - 

 

• The Bank of England is too slow in its pace and strength of increases in Bank Rate and, 

therefore, allows inflationary pressures to build up too strongly and for a longer period within 

the UK economy, which then necessitates Bank Rate staying higher for longer than we 

currently project or even necessitates a further series of increases in Bank Rate. 

 

• The Government acts too quickly to cut taxes and/or increases expenditure in light of the cost-

of-living squeeze. 

 

• The pound weakens because of a lack of confidence in the UK Government’s fiscal policies, 

resulting in investors pricing in a risk premium for holding UK sovereign debt. 

 

• Longer term US treasury yields rise strongly and pull gilt yields up higher than currently 

forecast. 

 

• Projected gilt issuance, inclusive of natural maturities and QT, could be too much for the 

markets to comfortably digest without higher yields consequently. 

 

Borrowing advice: Our long-term (beyond 10 years) forecast for Bank Rate stands at 2.5%. As all PWLB 

certainty rates are currently above this level, borrowing strategies will need to be reviewed in that 

context.  Better value can generally be obtained at the shorter end of the curve and short-dated fixed 

LA to LA monies should be considered. Temporary borrowing rates are likely, however, to remain near 

Bank Rate and may also prove attractive whilst the market waits for inflation, and therein gilt yields, 

to drop back later in 2023.  
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Our suggested budgeted earnings rates for investments up to about three months’ duration in each 

financial year are rounded to the nearest 10bps as follows: - 

 

 

 

Average earnings in each year  

2022/23 (remainder) 4.00% 

2023/24 4.40% 

2024/25 3.30% 

2025/26 2.60% 

2026/27 2.50% 

Years 6 to 10 2.80% 

Years 10+ 2.80% 

As there are so many variables at this time, caution must be exercised in respect of all interest rate 

forecasts.   

Our interest rate forecast for Bank Rate is in steps of 25 bps, whereas PWLB forecasts have been 

rounded to the nearest 10 bps and are central forecasts within bands of + / - 25 bps. Naturally, we 

continue to monitor events and will update our forecasts as and when appropriate. 

Economic Update 

Against a backdrop of stubborn inflationary pressures, the easing of Covid restrictions in most 

developed economies, the Russian invasion of Ukraine, and a range of different UK Government 

policies, it is no surprise that UK interest rates have been volatile right across the curve, from Bank 

Rate through to 50-year gilt yields, for all of 2022. 

Market commentators’ misplaced optimism around inflation has been the root cause of the rout in 

the bond markets with, for example, UK, EZ and US 10-year yields all rising by over 200bps since the 

turn of the year.  The table below provides a snapshot of the conundrum facing central banks: inflation 

is elevated but labour markets are extra-ordinarily tight, making it an issue of fine judgment as to how 

far monetary policy needs to tighten.   

 

 UK Eurozone US 

Bank Rate 3.5% 2.0% 4.25%-4.50% 

GDP -0.2%q/q Q3 (2.4%y/y) +0.2%q/q Q3 

(2.1%y/y) 

2.6% Q3 Annualised 

Inflation 10.7%y/y (Nov) 10.1%y/y (Nov) 7.1%y/y (Nov) 
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Unemployment Rate 3.7% (Oct) 6.5% (Oct) 3.7% (Nov) 

 

Q2 of 2022 saw UK GDP revised upwards to +0.2% q/q, but this was quickly reversed in the third 

quarter, albeit some of the fall in GDP can be placed at the foot of the extra Bank Holiday in the wake 

of the Queen’s passing.  Nevertheless, CPI inflation has picked up to what should be a peak reading of 

11.1% in October, although with further increases in the gas and electricity price caps pencilled in for 

April 2023, and the cap potentially rising from an average of £2,500 to £3,000 per household, there is 

still a possibility that inflation will spike higher again before dropping back slowly through 2023.   

The UK unemployment rate fell to a 48-year low of 3.6%, and this despite a net migration increase of 

c500k.  The fact is that with many economic participants registered as long-term sick, the UK labour 

force actually shrunk by c500k in the year to June.  Without an increase in the labour force 

participation rate, it is hard to see how the UK economy will be able to grow its way to prosperity, and 

with average wage increases running at over 6% the MPC will be concerned that wage inflation will 

prove just as sticky as major supply-side shocks to food and energy that have endured since Russia’s 

invasion of Ukraine on 22nd February 2022. 

Throughout Q3 Bank Rate increased, finishing the quarter at 2.25% (an increase of 1%).  Q4 has seen 

rates rise to 3.5% in December and the market expects Bank Rate to hit 4.5% by May 2023. 

Following a Conservative Party leadership contest, Liz Truss became Prime Minister for a tumultuous 

seven weeks that ran through September and October.   Put simply, the markets did not like the 

unfunded tax-cutting and heavy spending policies put forward by her Chancellor, Kwasi Kwarteng, and 

their reign lasted barely seven weeks before being replaced by Prime Minister Rishi Sunak and 

Chancellor Jeremy Hunt.  Their Autumn Statement of 17th November gave rise to a net £55bn fiscal 

tightening, although much of the “heavy lifting” has been left for the next Parliament to deliver.  

However, the markets liked what they heard, and UK gilt yields have almost completely reversed the 

increases seen under the previous tenants of No10/11 Downing Street. 

Globally, though, all the major economies are expected to struggle in the near term.  The fall below 

50 in the composite Purchasing Manager Indices for the UK, US, EZ and China all point to at least one, 

if not more, quarters of GDP contraction.  In November, the MPC projected eight quarters of negative 

growth for the UK lasting throughout 2023 and 2024, but with Bank Rate set to peak at lower levels 

than previously priced in by the markets and the fiscal tightening deferred to some extent, it is not 

clear that things will be as bad as first anticipated by the Bank.  

The £ has strengthened of late, recovering from a record low of $1.035, on the Monday following the 

Truss government’s “fiscal event”, to $1.22. Notwithstanding the £’s better run of late, 2023 is likely 

to see a housing correction of some magnitude as fixed-rate mortgages have moved above 5% and 

affordability has been squeezed despite proposed Stamp Duty cuts remaining in place. 

In the table below, the rise in gilt yields, and therein PWLB rates, through the first half of 2022/23 is 

clear to see. 
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However, the peak in rates on 28th September as illustrated in the table covering April to September 

2022 below, has been followed by the whole curve shifting lower.   PWLB rates at the front end of the 

curve are generally over 1% lower now whilst the 50 years is over 1.75% lower.  

 

After a shaky start to the year, the S&P 500 and FTSE 100 have climbed in recent weeks, albeit the 

former is still 17% down and the FTSE 2% up.  The German DAX is 9% down for the year. 

 

CENTRAL BANK CONCERNS – DECEMBER 2022 

 

In December, the Fed decided to push up US rates by 0.5% to a range of 4.25% to 4.5%, whilst the 

MPC followed by raising Bank Rate from 3% to 3.5%, in line with market expectations.  EZ rates have 

also increased to 2% with further tightening in the pipeline. 

 

Having said that, the sentiment expressed in the press conferences in the US and the UK were very 

different.  In the US, Fed Chair, Jerome Powell, stated that rates will be elevated and stay higher for 

longer than markets had expected.  Governor Bailey, here in the UK, said the opposite and explained 

that the two economies are positioned very differently so you should not, therefore, expect the same 

policy or messaging. 

 

1.40%

1.80%

2.20%

2.60%

3.00%

3.40%

3.80%

4.20%

4.60%

5.00%

5.40%

5.80%

PWLB Rates 1.4.22 - 30.9.22

1 Year 5 Year 10 Year 25 Year 50 Year 50 year target %

1 Year 5 Year 10 Year 25 Year 50 Year

Low 1.95% 2.18% 2.36% 2.52% 2.25%

Date 01/04/2022 13/05/2022 04/04/2022 04/04/2022 04/04/2022

High 5.11% 5.44% 5.35% 5.80% 5.51%

Date 28/09/2022 28/09/2022 28/09/2022 28/09/2022 28/09/2022

Average 2.81% 2.92% 3.13% 3.44% 3.17%

Spread 3.16% 3.26% 2.99% 3.28% 3.26%
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Regarding UK market expectations, although they now expect Bank Rate to peak within a lower range 

of 4.5% - 4.75%, caution is advised as the Bank of England Quarterly Monetary Policy Reports have 

carried a dovish message over the course of the last year, only for the Bank to have to play catch-up 

as the inflationary data has proven stronger than expected. 

   

In addition, the Bank’s central message that GDP will fall for eight quarters starting with Q3 2022 may 

prove to be a little pessimistic.  Will the £160bn excess savings accumulated by households through 

the Covid lockdowns provide a spending buffer for the economy – at least to a degree?  Ultimately, 

however, it will not only be inflation data but also employment data that will mostly impact the 

decision-making process, although any softening in the interest rate outlook in the US may also have 

an effect (just as, conversely, greater tightening may also). 

 


